
Spelling and Pronunciation

The spelling (orthography) of Papiamentu is the topic of much debate in the ABC
Islands, the essential disagreement being whether to use a phonological spelling

(that is, one based on the way the words are pronounced) or an etymological

spelling (one which reflects the origin of the words, whether Spanish, Dutch,

etc.). Both have advantages and disadvantages.

In 1976, the government of Curasao accepted a provisional orthography for

education purposes and for general use in Curasao, which is based on

pronunciation, with some consideration given to etymology.

In this exposition of the orthography, it is the provisional system of Curasao

which has been adopted as the norm. There are several reasons for this decision:

first, Curasao has the largest population, and also the largest number of

newspapers published in Papiamentu; second, although there are likely to be

revisions in this system (see Richard Hooy, to appear, for some suggestions for

revision) much work has already been done both on and in this system, and it is

now being used in schools in Curasao; third, a norm must be decided upon in

order to point out variations. The adoption of this system as a basis does not,

therefore, indicate that the author intends to imply that this system is

intrinsically better than any other, in existence or to be devised. It is to be

understood that the list of common variations does not constitute a correction of

the spelling, it is simply a means of facilitating exposition.

The following exposition of the orthography is based on that found in Ortografia

di papiamentu, Edishon di Sekshon Informative di Schooladviesdienst pa

promoshon di bon uzo di Papiamentu den ensefiansa i komunidat. Korsou, mart

1983.
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Diphthongs and triphthongs

These present no particular problem; however, in this system, y and w never

occur finally (e.g. bai, friu) or between two vowels (Antia, ynana) as glides

(note however the words awa, awe, ayera, etc. where they are necessary to the

pronunciation). Conversely, i and u never occur initially (webu, yega).

Written accents

Apart from those accents which indicate a difference in pronunciation e.g. e vs.

e, the acute accent (' ) is used in Papiamentu to indicate a departure from the

basic word stress pattern, in which the stress falls on the penultimate syllable

(next to last: word stress in Papiamentu is always counted from the end of the

word) if the word ends in a vowel, or on the final syllable if the word ends in a

consonant, e.g.

Basic pattern:

grupo
konfidenshal

korant

Stress falls on final syllable of a word ending in a vowel:

Integra

salu

Stress falls on the antepenultimate syllable (second from last) of a word

ending in a vowel:

lingwistiko

intimo

Stress falls on third from last syllable of a word ending in a vowel:

awaseru
antayera

Stress falls on penultimate syllable of a word ending in a consonant:

difisil

hoben

N.B.: The stress pattern of a word does not change if the plural ending

-nan occurs.



Common voriotjons

ar/or

au

c

c

c

J

ny/nj

o

u/uu

oe

si

w
y

in final position instead of -a/6

as in 'ou'

as in SE 'cat'

as in SE 'cite'

in the endings -cion, -cial, as in SE sh

ash

asn

in final position, as u

as ii (high front rounded)

asu

assh

in final position, as u in final position

in final position, as 1 in final position

lugar/afor ^

aumenta

cu

acepta

intencion/ofi ci al

jardinero

hanya

papiamento

hur/huur

Toe la

ofisial

hudiw

bay
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